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As the technology leader at a small software company, you need to focus on people, products, processes, and technology as you bring your software to market, while doing your best to put out fires and minimize headaches.

Growing Software is your guide to juggling the day-to-day challenges of running a software company while managing those long-term problems and making sure that your business continues to grow. With practical, hands-on advice, Growing Software will teach you how to build and lead an effective team, define and sell your products, work with everyone from customers to CEOs, and ensure high-quality results.

Instead of learning by trial and error, you'll benefit from author Louis Testa's 20+ years of management experience. Testa combines big-picture advice, specific solutions, and real-life anecdotes to teach you how to:

	Work effectively with your CEO and executive team
	Improve development team efficiency and enthusiasm
	Evaluate your software methodology to improve effectiveness and safeguard against failure
	Use product prototypes to bridge the gap between marketing and engineering
	Defuse technology time bombs


Whether you're new to managing software or newly lost, Growing Software will help you and your growing company thrive.

About the Author
   
Louis Testa is Senior Engineering Manager at Galois, a small company that specializes in high-assurance software. He received his BS (with honors) in Engineering from Caltech and his MS EE from the University of California, Berkeley. He has managed engineering teams for over 20 years, and his papers have been featured at many technology conferences. He blogs at www.gspractices.com.
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Sams Teach Yourself Adobe(R) InDesign(R) 1.5 in 24 HoursPearson Education, 2000
Sams Teach Yourself Adobe InDesign 1.5 in 24 Hours addresses each feature of Adobe's InDesign 1.5 in a proven tutorial method. The uniqueness of this book stems from the author's in-depth knowledge of the print industry. This book focuses on using InDesign in a professional environment rather than to produce simple documents at home or in a small...
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Data Analysis Using SQL and ExcelJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Gordon Linoff and I have written three and a half books together. (Four, if we get to count the second edition of Data Mining Techniques as a whole new book; it didn’t feel like any less work.) Neither of us has written a book without the other before, so I must admit to a tiny twinge of regret upon first seeing the cover of this one without...
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A Practical Guide to the Wiring RegulationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The Third Edition has been updated to take account of the 2001 amendments to the Wiring Regulations, including revisions on:

-	protection against overcurrent


-	isolation and switching


-	zoning requirements for locations containing a bath or shower


-	construction site installations


-...
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The Computer and the Brain (The Silliman Memorial Lectures Series)Yale University Press, 1979
With a foreword by Paul M. Churchland and Patricia S. ChurchlandThis  book represents the views of one of the greatest mathematicians of the twentieth century  on the analogies between computing machines and the living human brain. John von  Neumann concludes that the brain operates in part digitally, in part analogically, but uses  a peculiar...
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Expert Advisor Programming: Creating Automated Trading Systems in MQL for MetaTrader 4Edgehill Publishing, 2009

	Finally, the first comprehensive guide to MQL programming is here! Expert Advisor Programming guides you through the process of developing robust automated forex trading systems for the popular MetaTrader 4 platform. In this book, the author draws on several years of experience coding hundreds of expert advisors for retail traders worldwide....
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Software Testing as a ServiceAuerbach Publications, 2009
In today’s unforgiving business environment where customers demand zero defect software at lower costs—it is testing that provides the opportunity for software companies to separate themselves from the competition. Providing a fresh perspective on this increasingly important function, Software Testing as a Service...
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